Twelve known symmetry Patterns of matrices are combined with three modest patterns to ferm a steiner triple System. We investigate matrices satisfying more than one symmetry Pattern. We show how a group of Operators on GL(n, C) gives rise to distinct types of matrices which satisfy sets of Patterns, and which give unique decompositions of matrices into components of each type. These give a new characterization of normal and unitary matrices. We extend symmetry Patterns to vectors to study spectral properties of these matrices. When a (skew) symmetric basis of eigenvectors exist, we tan infer symmetry properties of these matrices. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Summary
Many Problems in engineering and statistics have intrinsic symmetry that is used to derive their Solution [5, 7, 8] . Important constructs in Physics contain higher levels of symmetry [4, 9] . Various Patterns of symmetry of matrices have been studied 122,201. Centrosymmetric matrices are found in early texts and Papers [l ,lO, 171 and Collar published many results about them that were subsequently rediscovered [6] . Persymmetrie matrices are defined in several ways in the literature [l] ; we use the definition of Zohar [23] . Centrohermitian and skew-centrohermitian matrices were introduced in [16] and described in [3, 11] . Hill et al. organized centrohermitian results and introduced (skew) perhermitian matrices [11, 12] . They generalized their results to rc-hermitian matrices [13] . Centrosymmetry corresponds to symmetry about the centre of the matrix; persymmetry is symmetry across the secondary main diagonal.
We bring a set of symmetric Patterns together to investigate their interactions, and to examine matrices with multiple Patterns. We find that these Patterns form a Steiner triple System, or, a 2-(15, 3, 1) balanced incomplete block design [15] . We study decomposition of matrices into multiply (skew) symmetric Parts and derive useful results from this. We characterize normal and unitary matrices in terms of components that arise from their unique factorizations into pieces that are simultaneously of two Patterns. Esch component is connected to a Single block of the design. A symmetric basis of the space of 4 x 4 matrices is given as an instance of how generalized "symmetric" matrices span spaces of dimension 2". We study the spectral properties of such matrices by extending ideas of symmetry to vectors. We show that we tan infer symmetry properties of the matrices in cases where there is a basic of symmetric eigenvectors. We show that matrices with two particular symmetry Patterns have quadruples of orthogonal eigenvectors. We develop some connections between algebra and these symmetry Patterns.
We consider groups of operations and the decomposition they induce on the set of n x n matrices. The weighted averages of the actions of this group are used to find our particular decompositions. We study two such groups here. We also examine the symmetry Patterns of vectors and eigenvectors.
For conciseness, we omit straightforward proofs or provide just one proof of a set of similar ones.
The codiagonal symmetries of a square matrix

A clas#ication of symmetry und skew-symmetry Patterns
All matrices and vectors here have coefficients in the field C of complex numbers, unless otherwise indicated, where i = fl.
Let m = m,(C) denote the set of n x n matrices over C. Denote the field of real numbers by R. Let J, = [6i,,+l_i] denote the n x n permutation matrix, where I&~ is the Kronecker delta. We will write J for J, when the context is clear. J has 1's along the secondary main diagonal or codiagonal. J is symmetric and involutary and is called the coidentity matrix. We consider twelve knownpatterns of symmetry of matrices in Table 1 . These element wise definitions are difficult to use. The complex conjugate A of A will usually be denoted by AC and the transpose of A by AT. These give a commuting pair of operations (-)" and (-)' on m. The Hermitian adjoint Operation tan be thought of as the composition of the two Operators: (-)" = ((-)C)T); i.e., AH = ACT = ATC for any matrix A. For J the n x n coidentity matrix, we have J = JT = Jc = JH = JJ'.
We will often use an abbreviated notation, e.g., we say that "A is p" instead of "A is persymmetric". The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. It is easy to tonfirm that when two of the three Patterns {s; c; p} are valid for a matrix, then so is the third. For instance, if A is both c and s, then JAJ = A = AT. Hence, A = JATJ so A is p. We introduce the "&" relation for symmetry Patterns: c&s + p means that properties c and s imply p. Similarly c&p + s; p&s + c. In the Same way we tan Show, for example, that c&ssH + pPH. We add three additional matrix Patterns to the 12 symmetry Patterns given in Table 1: (1) MR: the matrix is real; (2) iMR: the matrix is pure imaginary; (3) 0: all entries are 0.
Note that the relation & in Table 2 is idempotent in that rc&rt =+ rc. We impose a unique definition on 0 & x for each Pattern x to give a commutative & relation in Table 2 . The proof of the Theorem 2.1.2 consists of checking Table 2 for each pair and triple of Patterns. Every triple {rc; rr'; rc&rr'} is a block of the design. 
Involutary Operators and stability
We expand the set of Operators on m. The matrix P will always be used to denote an involutary real, symmetric matrix; so P* = I and P = Pc = PT = PH = P-' hold. Define [19] the Operator (-)"' : Mm-+uun The matrices (1 + P)A(I + P) and (1 -P)A(I -P) are P-fixed. The matrices (1 -P)A(I + P) and (1 + P)A(I -P) are skew-P-fixed. For instance:
((1 -P)A(I + P))"' = P(I -P)A(I + P)P = (P -P2)A(P2 + P) = -(l -P)A(I + P) so (1 -P)A(I + P) is skew-P-fixed. The other results follow in a similar fashion. A is s w
Lemma 2.2.3 restates Lemma 2.1.1 using the "fixed" convention. The fixed Points of each of these operations give the matrices of one of these Patterns: e.g., the hermitian matrices are the fixed Points of (-)H; the centrohermitian matrices are fixed under (-)"'; and the pure imaginary matrices are skew-fixed under (-)". We next generalize a well-known results about symmetric matrices that will be useful here. 
Lemma 2.2.4. Let (-)E be an involutary Operator on unn. For any matrix A E wo, A has a unique decomposition into a sum A = A' + A", where A' = i (A + AE) is E-jixed, and where A" = i (A -AE) is skew-E--xed.
If A is nonsingular, then (i$ (AL'])-' = (A-')[PI.
Zf P is centrosymmetric, then
The proof of the above pro (-)"' is shown in (i). The (-) IA osition is evident. The linearity of the Operator Operator is an isomorphism of m, which is its own inverse, as shown in (ii), where m tan be thought of as a matrix algebra. The Operators (-)H, (-)T and each of their composites with the Operator (-)"' are anti-isomorphisms in the sense of ( [18] , p. 117); i.e., (AB)H = BHAH. From [iii] we see that the isomorphism is compatible with the group property of GL(n,C). We see from (iv) that additional conditions on P are needed to ensure commutativity with (-)"'.
Construction of symmetric involutary matrices and groups r
We Operators (-)", (-)l'l , (-)LKl, and (-)lLl commute. We next build the abelian group r, generated by these four Operators; Ir,1 = 24 = 16. We could introduce other new types of symmetry here which give Patterns beyond those discussed in Tables 1 and 2 by using K and L.
Decomposition of matrices
Let x : r -+ { + 1, -1) denote an abelian group homomorphism, where r is a given finite multiplicative abelian group of involutary Operators on m. Hence x(e) = + 1. Let Qi denote the Character group of all such functions. Form the "average" values of the action of the Operators 7c E r on a matrix M E uun. For each x : r -+ {+l, -1) we define the X-weighted average of
We first study the group r2 generated by (-)' and (-)" where we abbreviate our reference to the Operators by {J, H}. The four possibilities for {x(J) , Table 3 The definition of the four types of the decomposition of A (b) The unique decomposition of wo into the direct sum of two vector spaces follows from Lemma 2.2.4. The orthogonality is checked by using the definitions of Table 1 . 0
A particular orthogonal basis of m,(C)
Any matrix in m(C) tan be written as a unique linear combination over @ of the 16 matrices Ek in Table 4 . All the determinants (Ek\ and I(-l)&( equal 1. 
K-fixed matrices
KZ,, is the matrix defined in Section 2.3. A E mzn(@) is K-fixed, if A = KAK. By Lemma 2.2.4, every M E mzn(C) is the (unique) sum of a K-fixed matrix and a K-skew-fixed matrix. Recall that r3 is the group of Operators generated by Table 5 The eight basic types of {J,H,K}-fixed matrices 
{ (-)" (-)[" (-)'K1}
Let x : r3 -+ {fl} be a ch aracter, and let @x denote the character gioup. The eight possibilities for x(J), x(H), x(K) are {f 1 , kl, f 1 } which we abbreviate to Q3 = [{*, f, k}]. The eight components form new types that are described using the f notation (see Table 5 ). Table 5 .
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.4.2. The matrices of Table 4 
Multiplication of centrosymmetric matrices
In general, a product of hermitian matrices is not hermitian. A similar observation is true for perhermitian matrices, and for matrices that are both centrosymmetric and symmetric [6] . However, the vector space Vc of Corollary 2.4.6 is closed under multiplication. We introduce a notation for operations on sets of matrices. Given sets X, 3 c m, X% = {xY:X E X, Y E g} and X+~'={CX+Y:XEX,YE~}.
To illustrate Xg+gX, if X=Siii and ?V = SV, then Xg + gX denotes the set {AB + BA: A E SIII and B E SI"}. 1  1  11  111 IV  1  IV  111  11  1  1  +--+   11  11 1  IV  111 11  111 IV  1  11  11  -+  +  -111  111 IV  1  11  111  11  1  IV  111 111  -+  +  -IV  IV 111  11  1  IV  1  11  111 IV  IV  + We use the methods of Proposition 3.1.1 to form Table 6 which evaluates sums and products of all pairs of types from Section 2.4 of the form (SiSj + SiSj), (SiSj + SiSj), and (SiSi). The resulting type is recorded. The verification of the table is not hard. The third table has a + or -according to whether the set of products AjBk c Yc or Vc-.
Using Table 6 , we see that Vc is closed under multiplication. It follows that -Yc is a subalgebra of m. Related results were observed in [10,11, 16, 19] . There is a Z2-graded algebra structure on m since Vc-Vc-c Yc; YcY c-c Y-c-; Yc-Yc c 9'"~.
The nonsingular matrices in Y"c form a subgroup of the general linear group GL (n, C) which is the centralizer Z(J) of J. The above result is noted in [8, 10 ] but our proof is briefer. From Table 6 , these terms are of types (1, 1, 11, 11) . By the unique decomposition of Theorem 2.4.2, the tvpe 1 and type 11 components are themselves 0, or with rearrangements: The identity matrix is of type 1. Reorganize the right-hand side as the sum of two matrices of types 1 and 11 respectively. By Theorem 2.4.2, it follows that for any matrix IJ, U is unitary iff U is normal, (UIUII + UIIUI) = (UIIIUIv
+UIVUIII)
and I = UIUI + UIIUII -UIIIUIII -UIvUIv = IJ: + IJtr -UfII -Uiv.
Properties of eigenvectors
Symmetrie and skew-symmetric vectors
All vectors will be in C" and matrices A in 0110. The hermitian Operator extends to vectors as VH = VCT, where we write Vc as the complex conjugate of the vector V in Order to emphasize the Operator aspect of complex conjugation. Two vectors V, W are orthogonal if V"W = 0. In this section, P and Q denote two given symmetric involutary permutation matrices in m. V is called P-symmetric if PV = V; e.g., if P = J, JV has coefficients in reverse Order to V. Andrew [2] Shows that every eigenspace of a centrosymmetric matrix has a basis consisting of vectors that are either symmetric or skew-symmetric. He Shows further that an n x n matrix with n such linearly independent eigenvectors must be centrosymmetric. We extend these results here. Define the four vectors V,, 1 < i < 4, that correspond to the first four classes of Table 7 These sum to V and are orthogonal by Lemma 4.1.1. The following theorem Shows that matrices with two symmetric Patterns may have eigenvectors in an eigenspace occuring in orthogonal sets of four. V is symmetric and gsymmetric (doubly symmetric) V is symmetric and skewf-symmetric V is skew-symmetric and f-symmetric V is skew-symmetric and skew+symmetric V is cc-symmetric and fsymmetric V is cc-symmetric and skew-$symmetric V is skew-cc-symmetric and tsymmetric V is skew-cc-symmetric and skewt-symmetric Weaver proved that (n, V) is the eigenvalue eigenvector pair of a c matrix if and only if (2, JV) is a pair also [20, 21] . The eigenvalues of a c" matrix come in conjugate pairs [16] . If A is c", then (1, V) is an eigenvalue eigenvector pair if and only if (1, JV') is an eigenvalue eigenvector pair [l 11 . We extend this to skew-centrosymmetric matrices. (c) If A is of type 11, then it is hermitian and each eigenvalue A = ak is real. If A is of type 111, then it is skew-hermitian and each eigenvalue il = ak is pure imaginary. The characteristic polynomial has an (x -n)(x + n) = x2 -A2 fac-tor. If n is odd, then there is at least one unpaired eigenvalue which must be Zero, so A is Singular. 0
